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The article goes through different body conceptions trying to see how these ideas are a strong 

influence in the architectonical space. The considerations of the body-space relationships are 

double: abstract ones but also physical and related to actions. After some suggestive concepts 

like the “android body” of Toyo Ito, the “body in free movement” of Kazuyo Sejima or the idea of 

the “body as moving light (energy) within a bottomless background” of Hiroshi Nakao, the 

research follows the interesting material that a discipline which deals with the body is able to 

give us. We talk about dance and choreography, specifically taking as an example the work of 

Merce Cunningham in relation to spatial forms associated to domestic space, to dwelling. In this 

sense, we can distinguish five spatial qualities, emerging from Merce Cunningham’s 

choreographies: autonomy, artificiality, fragmentation, freedom and perceptive training. So if we 

follow the way of living that this dance space shows, we could imagine and talk about a house 

where the space is de-centralized, where there exists individual cartographies overlapped, let’s 

say a kind of house with no hierarchical focus, or with such a huge amount of them that no one 

is more important than the other (autonomy). A house where we can’t find specific labels for 

space, but the spaces are continually re-described and re-written (freedom). A domestic 

landscape that is reactive with the inhabitant. The different rooms are only created through our 

actions and the conventional and natural laws about things are inverted. The space is changing 

along time (artificiality). In this place events are building reality in real time, and these multi-

event super-exposure makes you select what to attend. The phenomena define architecture. 

Saying where to look at, or deciding what to touch is to choose a way of living (perceptive 

training). In consequence, this domestic space is full of fragments, not necessary organized 

following a clear order. This accumulative and chaotic matter is structured through assembly. A 

multiple collection of trajectories are available to be selected every day. The final setting 

depends on the individual (fragmentation). In conclusion, the architectonical space proposed by 

the informal configuration of nets and assemblies is an open panorama, with blurred limits 

between objects and materialities and with no function or patterns pre-established. The body 

and its disciplines as a reference, are a fertile territory to re-think architectonical space today as 

is showed in the article in relation with some domestic proposals of young architectural offices 

which are able to complete the whole panorama of this cartography emanating from the body.  

 






























